Dark brown Sasquatch crosses road

Sighting Details:
Date: 8/18/2017
Time of Day: Right before sunset
Season: Summer
State & County: Citrus county
Nearest Town: Homosassa Springs, Sugarmill woods area
Nearest Roads/Highways: US 98
Weather Conditions: Sunny
Terrain of Location: Swamp on one side pine forest on the other side
Anything else odd: No
Other Witnesses: No
Date Submitted: 03/15/2021
Local Stores: None close
Details of Encounter: I was driving East on Us 98 about three miles to the east of Alt. US 19 when in my rearview
mirror I watched it walk across the road after I had passed it. It walked from the swamp side into the pine forest
side. There was a hill up ahead with cars cresting the hill. I continued to watch in my rearview mirror as it ran very
fast into the woods as those cars crested the hill so it would not be seen. It did not realize I could see it in the
rearview mirror.
Its hair color was dark brown with reddish tint. I would guess the height was about 7.5’ to 8’ tall. I noticed really
long arms and what appeared to be hair from head to toe. I could not see the face; I only saw the profile. It
appeared to be really fast in movement. I will admit, I couldn’t get it out of my mind for at least three months. I still
think about it often and I have gone back to the area. Now I spend more time in the woods and on my mountain
bike.
Follow up investigation by: David S
I’ve spoke to the witness Lisa P, and she experienced a typical Sasquatch road crossing. Usually, eyewitnesses and
recall exact encounters just like Lisa has, like it was yesterday. I find Lisa to be very credible and true to her
encounter. There was another road crossing sighting in Citrus Co. FL not far from this location, of another road
crossing sighting. So it leaves me wondering if they are moving back and forth from area to area for needed
resources.

This area is very close to Chassahowitzka Wildlife Management Area and Citrus Wildlife Management Area. See
image below.

Chassahowitzka WMA is at the bottom left corner of image and Citrus WMA is at the top right corner of image.
Both of these WM areas tie into other corridors as well. Making it more accessible for them to move in other areas
of Florida. Out team will be investigating these areas in hopes to find good strong evidence.

